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Axé Boom Boom in numbers
What we achieve in 2021/22 in numbers?

How we do it?
Our non-profit organisation aims to provide lasting solutions to children's inactivity by supporting and building
healthy and active lives for children and their families using the tools of Capoeira and Djembe drumming. We
provide after school classes, in-school programmes, holidays camps, workshops and events and all our services
are tools to generate social impact to deliver on our main objectives that are:
· To develop physical literacy by helping children and their families to keep healthy and active by
encouraging them to learn and train Capoeira and play African Djembe drums.
· To inspire and empower children to be more active by exploring their body awareness, creativity and the
energy potential that sits within them.
· To support children from low income households by widening the reach of Capoeira and Djembe
drumming especially with those who do not do enough sport and art due to lack of access to sport and art
facilities or classes, so those without the financial means to afford leisure activities. The organisation wants to
offer free classes, workshops and educational programmes to schools and individuals in the financially
challenged areas of Edinburgh.
· To tackle inequality through targeting those who live in poverty or residing in areas of social and economic
deprivation in Edinburgh, including but not limited to those from Black and/or Minority Ethnic backgrounds
and those families where English is not the first language and so children learn two or more languages from
when they are born. The organisation aspired to strengthen social inclusion especially in the areas of
Edinburgh that are more affected by poverty and inequality.
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Feedback from parents and careers:
REGULAR CLASSES:
I only have good words about the job you do with Capoeira. My daughter really liked the physical challenges,
the flow of the classes and the homely environment. Capoeira is a good all-round discipline it works lots of
gymnastics movements, coordination not just the movements but also combined with the music. It is great fun
and very impressive to watch.
- Mum of 6 years old student
Capoeira has helped my son in many ways over the years. He has never been particularly interested in typical
boyish competitive sports e.g. football / rugby or martial arts karate etc. and prior to Capoeira we struggled to
find ways to keep him active. However, he took to Capoeira straight away – he loved the drumming,
movements, singing and, perhaps more importantly, the strong inclusive welcoming ethos central to the
Capoeira philosophy and proud history. I would definitely recommend Capoeira to any parents but particularly
to parents looking to encourage an activity that combines movement and artistic expression.
Capoeira really helped my son become physically more confident and healthier - crucially, in a way that he felt
entirely comfortable with.
- Dad of 12 years old student
Neli's quite a shy child, who had some slight language related difficulties such as starting to speak a little later
than usual, and also difficulties pronouncing some sounds. Capoeira has had an extremely positive effect on all
these areas. The clearest example of this is that she first started to count in Portuguese rather than the two
languages she speaks (Serbian and English)! Some of the first songs she sang were also Capoeira songs. We
also vividly remember the first time she "bought" a game in a Roda. This requires initiative and self confidence
and that she could do that is a testament to the inclusive, supportive and safe
atmosphere in a Capoeira class.
- Mum of 8 years old student
My son loves capoeira and its multicultural aspect. He is a very active child but the capoeira gives him a
different layer of physical challenge and he gets home so happy, and energised but also calm at the same time.
He especially enjoys music part of capoeira, playing instruments and singing is his favourite part of the class.
- Mum of 3 years old student
It's a wonderful combination and appears to have been led in a very accommodating way. Fun and learning
held in a well-contained, safe environment with good leadership. My daughter loved djembe!
- Dad of 5 years old student
Yago was super happy after the workshop! I think because it is a great activity with great
instructors. He would like to keep learning and improving capoeira and drumming.
- Mum of 8 years old student
Great opportunity to learn something new for my daughter, the class is really engaging and fun. It’s good to
spend more time on the school holidays on the workshops as it was a great class and very unique combination
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of movement and music. We’re definitely coming back for the workshop if there’s anything planned in the
further.
- Mum of 9 years old student
The kids really enjoyed it and one of my boys actually fell asleep at a reasonable time. He has suspected ADD
and he’s normally takes 2-3hrs to fall asleep but was asleep by 8:30pm last night! They both really enjoyed it.
We have done classes before but they’ve struggled with them and ended up not liking it. We tried dance,
football etc. but this one was so unique blending movement and music together so the kids like it a lot.
- Mum of 4 years old and 5 years old students
EVENTS:
No words to tell u how amazing all of u are! Since we moved from Italy this is the first day of my life I felt
home. Until there will be drum and music will be happiness. You are incredible and your family is great. We
love u all soooo much. Grazie mille. Obrigada. Thank u cause u never give up. With love and respect
⁃

mum of 6 & 7 years old students

I just wanted to thank you and Grześ for Friday & Saturday. Matteo loved it and I don’t think it will be an
experience he (or I) will forget! He was so excited about doing Capoeria with Mestre Papa Leguas that he told
everyone who looked his direction! So thank you again for setting that up for him. It was greatly appreciated.
⁃

dad of a 6 years old student

The kids have been loving talking about their belts and the Batizado. It’s been a great success for their sense of
development.
⁃

mum of 7 & 9 years old students

Thanks so much for organising this weekend, it was amazing! Max had a great time today and was so proud to
get his 1st belt and his capoeira nickname and we loved being able to watch and see everyone. It was really
impressive seeing the adults!
⁃

mum of 5 years old student

The event on Saturday was great. Callum thoroughly enjoyed himself. He’s just about ruined his certificate
from hugging it so much!
⁃

mum of 6 years old student

HOLIDAY CAMPS:
It's a wonderful combination and appears to have been led in a very accommodating way. Fun and learning
held in a well-contained, safe environment with good leadership. My daughter loved djembe!
Dad of 5 years old student
Yago was super happy after the workshop! I think because it is a great activity with great instructors. He would
like to keep learning and improving capoeira and drumming.
Mum of 8 years old student
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Great opportunity to learn something new for my daughter, the class is really engaging and fun. It’s good to
spend more time on the school holidays on the workshops as it was a great class and very unique combination
of movement and music. We’re definitely coming back for the workshop if there’s anything planned in the
further.
Mum of 9 years old student
The kids really enjoyed it and one of my boys actually fell asleep at a reasonable time. He has suspected ADD
and he’s normally takes 2-3hrs to fall asleep but was asleep by 8:30pm last night! They both really enjoyed it.
We have done classes before but they’ve struggled with them and ended up not liking it. We tried dance,
football etc. but this one was so unique blending movement and music together so the kids like it a lot.
Mum of 4 years old and 5 years old students
My child came out of class very happy. Kids seem to have fun and 2 h is good for this age. She likes the mix of
music and exercise.
Dad of 7 years old student
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